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About This Game

Hacker Evolution Duality is the hacking simulation game, developed by exosyphen studios. Based on the successful Hacker
Evolution game series, it has been completely redesigned to offer an impressive and new gaming experience.

Hacker Evolution Duality starts in the early days of Brian Spencer when he was nothing more than a brilliant programmer. It
than fast forwards to the future, where he has to stop an Artificial Intelligence he has created, unknowingly and take back

control of a giant company he once used to own.
You have to hack into computers using various tools, from a basic firewall cracker, to sophisticated voice print authentication

systems. Steal money to finance your objectives, buy hardware upgrades or bribe off other hackers that are present in the game.
Go as far as bypassing complex security systems to make your way into buildings and steal data. Frame people or even murder

them using ingenious traps.
You are not alone in the game. Other hackers controlled by a complex artificial intelligence, will stop at nothing to destroy you.

The game features a single player mode where you follow the game's story and an open world mode, where you play a death
match against other hackers.

Key features:

Redesigned interface and game play

Large open world populated by AI hackers
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Amazing new graphics, sounds and animations

Choice of game play: pursue the game's objectives, or play a never ending and evolving open game.
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Very fun game, simple yet fluent controls, AI impressed me, I did not think it would be as good as it was for an indie game.
Customization is very nice and is only supposed to get better with updates, if I had to make a request for though it would be one
to be able to edit specific player's stats like speed, catching, throwing whatever, also you can change names, numbers, and races,
but you cannot change gender, that may seem like a weird complaint because obviously in the NFL and CFL there are no female
players but I think it would be pretty cool if they could add that. Overall though this game is worth it, they have two modes
currently, quick match and season both are very fun. There is supposed to be much much more to come and already this game is
a blast so I recommend it strongly to anybody out there that has always wanted a PC football game that is not looking at
spreadsheets and watching the CPU simulate it. Lets start this review on Math Fun by getting straight to the point. THIS.
GAME. IS. AMAZING. From the amazing detail to all aspects of the game to absolutely GORGEOUS graphics this game is
just absolutely amazing and deserves an award due to its amazing gameplay and all the great aspects. When launching the game
you are given a great menu that has THREE(!) options for different graphics settings with the resolution going up to 1680 x
1050 (which looks absolutely great and is becoming the new 4K) and the only graphics setting is Normal, which may sound bad
and sound like it looks terrible, but compared to AAA games such as Just Cause 4, it is like being in heaven. When the game
fully loads, you are greeted to an amazing sound track made by some random artist and it blows games like Undertale out of the
water! The games mechanics work great and can be run on low end systems even on full settings at a whopping 1500 fps on
even my GTX 1050 Ti. The games levels do challenge you on your math skills to complete levels and earn rewards such as
depression and suicidal thoughts, but also give you a sense of doubt of why you spent your money on this steamy pile of
elephant faeces (which is the best reward in my opinion and is just so amazing!). The game itself is just absolutely amazing and
I simply CANNOT wait to see this game win an award.. Classic Soundgarden! Worth the buy and enjoyed rocking out to some
Seattle Grunge. The bass tones + switching in "Spoonman" is right on and awesome! I personally would have LOVED "The Day
I Tried to Live" on here to switch things up - but can't complain. Thanks Rocksmith for listening to your customers - keep the
request DLCs coming.. It's ok for the sound effects of this software.
But the thing is about the image overlay effects.
I don't have any images here. can you make some default images???. Anyone who liked Rouge Legecy should pick this game
up. That is all.. You die and die and die. There's no resource info. You can't save. No cheats. Lame.. Just no, first game I bought
on steam, I was a noob.. If you like clicker games and some horror\/gore stuff this game is a match made in heaven.
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this should be a movie <3. I really enjoy this game.. Cubic Castles, fun game, yet it has been ruined by it's community.
But I don't blame the game for that, still, I shan't be recommending cubic castles and would advise you to find another
multiplayer game.. Idea is really good, but I would love to see full game around that concept rather than demo.
What is cool about this game is that you play a guy who is totally guilty and there are no doubts about it, and you can either
recreate the events 1:1 or try to get different ending with different sentence. It is cool idea and actually works.
Problem is that it's only one case which you can play multiple times to get different endings, but novelty of this one case dies as
soon as you get your first ending, so pretty much replay value dies as soon as you finish it.
Graphics are meh - it looks plastic and the game doesn't support resolution beyond 1920x1200, so if you have 1440p monitor,
you will have black bars on left and right side (how fitting).
Voice acting is horrendously bad and while in most games I can ignore bad voice acting, here french-english mix sounds awful.

Pretty novel and cool idea, but 12 euro is completely insane price for something that can be considered demo, especially when
there is not much game in that.
If you can get it for a buck, cheap from bundle or something like that, it is worth a try, because it is interesting game. It's just
not that great. If I would have to rate it, I would give it 6/10 - you can play it and have some fun, but it's not something you must
play. Passable walking sim.. This is worthless. Just a really lazy adaptation. Don't be like me and reward someone who put such
a low effort release out there.

I'll summarize:

Original Red Baron runs like it did in 1990, and that's fine. But that isn't a big accomplishment - RB is one of the most
compatibility friendly games out there. It runs with no problem on DOSbox. I've never owned a PC which cannot run Red
Baron. Hell, I can even run it successfully on my Xbox and map it to my controller without much effort.

Red Baron 3d is a mess. I can't get any controller to work, and it seems like a controller is needed as keyboard control throws
the plane all over the sky. In addition, the colors sometimes completely crap out and make the screen impossible to decipher.

As far as the overall merging of the two programs goes... the installation and running of this made my AV go bananas. On top of
that, they don't even have a universal opening menu where you can select which Red Baron you want to play. You have to go to
the directory in Steam and drag out the pertinent .exe file and dig up the manuals there. It's not even really compatible with
Steam. It took me a few tries to even get my 5 minutes to register, so that I could write this review.

There are no positives here. Seriously, get yourself DOSbox and run these programs yourself. There's no reason to pay someone
for this.. Love this game , the only thing missing is online multiplayer , you add that and some practice AI and you have a great
on and offline game. >planes can carry 120 missiles
>but only 3 flares

come on now.jpg

also buy this if you like:
>solitary confinement
>drones
>muh waifu princess

not necessarily in that order

VERDICT: 8\/10, lacks replayability (yes I nearly 100%ed the game already) and co op multiplayer to make it 10\/10
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